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1. Introduction
In the area of ﬁxed point theory, the study of ﬁnding a common ﬁxed point of a pair of commuting mappings was
initiated by Jungck [4]. This problem becomes more challenging and seems to be of vital interest in view of a historically
signiﬁcant and negatively settled problem that a pair of commuting continuous self mappings on the unit interval [0,1]
need not have a common ﬁxed point [1,3]. Since then, many ﬁxed point theorists have attempted to ﬁnd weaker forms of
commutativity that may ensure the existence of a common ﬁxed point for a pair of self mappings on a metric space. In this
context, the notion of compatible mappings, introduced by Jungck [5] has been of signiﬁcant interest and has proven useful
for generalizing results in metric ﬁxed point theory for single valued mappings. Further to this, the notion of compatible
mappings of type (A) [6], I-compatible mappings (T -compatible mappings) [11], compatible mappings of type (P) [10],
biased mappings [7], I-biased mappings of type (A) [9] and many others (see, for instance, [12]) have been introduced and
used to obtain common ﬁxed points of mappings.
In this paper, the concepts of almost biased mappings and almost compatible mappings are introduced. Some variants
of these concepts are also discussed. In Section 3, the concept of almost biased mappings is used to obtain a new common
ﬁxed point theorem for a pair of almost I-biased mappings in metric spaces under certain condition. In Section 4, it is
shown that all variants of almost biased mappings and almost compatible mappings are equivalent under some condition.
Therefore we can tell that the original notions of biased mappings and others are almost similar to that of compatible
mappings introduced by Jungck [5].
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we give some preliminaries.
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• The pair (I, T ) is said to be compatible (Jungck [5]) if
lim
n→∞d(T Ixn, I T xn) = 0 (1)
holds for every sequence {xn} such that {Ixn} and {T xn} converge to some point z ∈ X .
• The pair (I, T ) is said to be compatible of type (A) (Jungck, Murthy and Cho [6]) if
lim
n→∞d(I T xn, T T xn) = 0 and limn→∞d(T Ixn, I Ixn) = 0 (2)
hold for every sequence {xn} such that {Ixn} and {T xn} converge to some point z ∈ X .
• The pair (I, T ) is said to be compatible of type (P) (Pathak, Cho, Kang and Lee [10]) if
lim
n→∞d(I Ixn, T T xn) = 0 (3)
holds for every sequence {xn} such that {Ixn} and {T xn} converge to some point z ∈ X .
• The pair (I, T ) is said to be I-compatible (Pathak and Khan [11]) if
lim
n→∞d(I T xn, T T xn) = 0 (4)
holds for every sequence {xn} such that {Ixn} and {T xn} converge to some point z ∈ X .
• The pair (I, T ) is said to be T -compatible (Pathak and Khan [11]) if
lim
n→∞d(T Ixn, I Ixn) = 0 (5)
holds for every sequence {xn} such that {Ixn} and {T xn} converge to some point z ∈ X .
• The pair (I, T ) is said to be I-biased (Jungck and Pathak [7]) if
limsup
n→∞
d(Ixn, I T xn) limsup
n→∞
d(Ixn, T Ixn) (6)
for every sequence {xn} such that {Ixn} and {T xn} converge to some point z ∈ X .
• The pair (I, T ) is said to be I-biased of type (A) (Pathak, Cho and Kang [9]) if
limsup
n→∞
d(T xn, I Ixn) limsup
n→∞
d(Ixn, T Ixn) (7)
for every sequence {xn} such that {Ixn} and {T xn} converge to some point z ∈ X .
Remark. If the mappings I and T are both I-compatible and T -compatible, then they are compatible of type (A).
We introduce seven new concepts. Obviously, all the seven are slightly weaker concepts of the above, respectively.
Deﬁnition 2. Let (X,d) be a metric space and let I and T be mappings on X .
• The pair (I, T ) is said to be almost compatible if (1) holds for every sequence {xn} satisfying the following:
(C1) Ixn+1 = T xn for n ∈N.
(C2) {Ixn} converges.
(C3) {T Ixn} is bounded.
• The pair (I, T ) is said to be almost compatible of type (A) if (2) holds for every sequence {xn} satisfying (C1)–(C3).
• The pair (I, T ) is said to be almost compatible of type (P) if (3) holds for every sequence {xn} satisfying (C1)–(C3).
• The pair (I, T ) is said to be almost I-compatible if (4) holds for every sequence {xn} satisfying (C1)–(C3).
• The pair (I, T ) is said to be almost T -compatible if (5) holds for every sequence {xn} satisfying (C1)–(C3).
• The pair (I, T ) is said to be almost I-biased if (6) holds for every sequence {xn} satisfying (C1)–(C3).
• The pair (I, T ) is said to be almost I-biased of type (A) if (7) holds for every sequence {xn} satisfying (C1)–(C3).
Deﬁnition 3. Let (X,d) be a metric space and let I and T be mappings on X . Then a sequence {yn} in X is said to satisfy (C4)
if there exists a sequence {xn} in X satisfying yn = Ixn+1 = T xn for n ∈N.
3. Fixed point theorems
We ﬁrst prove the following ﬁxed point theorem.
Theorem 4. Let (X,d) be a complete metric space and let I and T be mappings on X. Assume that the following hold:
(a) T (X) ⊂ I(X).
(b) If {yn} satisﬁes (C4) and converges, then either {I yn} or {T yn} is bounded.
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(d) (I, T ) is almost I-biased.
(e) There exists r ∈ [0,1) such that d(T x, T y) r d(Ix, I y) for all x, y ∈ X.
Then there exists a unique common ﬁxed point of I and T .
Remark. If either I or T is continuous, then (b) and (c) hold. If either I or T is closed, then (c) holds.
Proof. From (a), we can deﬁne a mapping U on X satisfying IU = T . Then we have from (e)
d(IUx, IU y) = d(T x, T y) r d(Ix, I y)
for x, y ∈ X . Fix u ∈ X . Then we have
∞∑
n=1
d
(
IUnu, IUn+1u
)

∞∑
n=1
rn d(Iu, IUu) < ∞
and hence {IUnu} is a Cauchy sequence in X . Since X is complete, {IUnu} converges to some z ∈ X . Since
limsup
n→∞
d
(
z, T IUnu
)= limsup
n→∞
d
(
IUnu, T IUnu
)
= limsup
n→∞
d
(
T Un−1u, T IUnu
)
 limsup
n→∞
r d
(
IUn−1u, I IUnu
)
= limsup
n→∞
r d
(
z, I IUnu
)
,
the boundedness of {I IUnu} implies that of {T IUnu}. So from (b), {T IUnu} is bounded. From (d) and (e), we have
limsup
n→∞
d
(
IUnu, I IUn+1u
)= limsup
n→∞
d
(
IUnu, I T Unu
)
 limsup
n→∞
d
(
IUnu, T IUnu
)
 limsup
n→∞
r d
(
IUn−1u, I IUnu
)
.
Hence we obtain
lim
n→∞d
(
IUn−1u, I IUnu
)= lim
n→∞d
(
IUnu, T IUnu
)= 0,
that is, limn I IUnu = limn T IUnu = z. From (a) and (c), z ∈ I(X) holds, that is, there exists v ∈ X such that I v = z. We have
d(z, T v) = lim
n→∞d
(
IUnu, T v
)
 lim
n→∞ r d
(
IUn−1u, I v
)= 0,
that is, T v = z holds. Using (d) again, we obtain
d(z, I z) = limsup
n→∞
d(I v, I T v) limsup
n→∞
d(I v, T I v) = d(z, T z)
= d(T v, T I v) r d(I v, I I v) = r d(z, I z)
and hence d(z, I z) = d(z, T z) = 0, that is, z is a common ﬁxed point of I and T . Since
d(z, T y) = d(T z, T y) r d(I z, I y) = r d(z, I y)
for all y ∈ X , the common ﬁxed point is unique. 
In the deﬁnition of almost I-biased mapping, we cannot replace ‘limsup’ with ‘lim inf ’ because the following counterex-
ample exists.
Example 5. Put
X = {0} ∪ {±2−n: n ∈N}
and deﬁne a metric d on X as usual. Deﬁne mappings I and T on X by
Ix =
{
1/2 if x = 0 or x = 2−2n for some n ∈N,
|x| otherwise
and T x = (1/2)Ix. Then (a)–(c), (e) of Theorem 4 and the following are satisﬁed:
(d)′ lim infn d(Ixn, I T xn) lim infn d(Ixn, T Ixn) holds for every sequence {xn} satisfying (C1)–(C3).
However there does not exist a common ﬁxed point of I and T .
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(b) holds. In order to show (c) and (d)′ , we let {xn} in X satisfying (C1) and put yn = Ixn+1. Since Ixn+1 = T xn = (1/2)Ixn ,
there exists ν ∈N∪ {0} such that Ixn = 2−ν−n . Without loss of generality, we may assume ν is even. Then we have
I Ix2n = 1/2 and lim
n→∞ I Ix2n−1 = limn→∞2
−ν−2n+1 = 0.
So {I yn} does not converge. This implies (c). We have
lim inf
n→∞ d(Ixn, I T xn) = limn→∞d(Ix2n, I T x2n) = limn→∞d(Ix2n, I Ix2n+1) = 0.
Therefore (d)′ holds. We note (e) obviously holds. Since T x = (1/2)Ix and I0 	= 0, there does not exist a common ﬁxed point
of I and T . 
In most of papers, we assume the continuity of I or T instead of (b) and (c) of Theorem 4.
Corollary 6. Let (X,d) be a complete metric space and let I and T be mappings on X. Assume that the following hold:
(a) T (X) ⊂ I(X).
(b) Either I or T is continuous.
(c) (I, T ) is almost I-biased.
(d) There exists r ∈ [0,1) such that d(T x, T y) r d(Ix, I y) for all x, y ∈ X.
Then there exists a unique common ﬁxed point of I and T .
Remark. In Corollary 6, the continuity of I implies that of T from (d).
4. Main results
In this section, we prove our main results.
Proposition 7. Let (X,d) be a metric space and let I and T be mappings on X. Assume that there exists r ∈ [0,1) such that
d(T x, T y) r d(Ix, I y) (8)
for all x, y ∈ X. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) (I, T ) is almost I-biased.
(ii) (I, T ) is almost compatible.
(iii) (I, T ) is almost compatible of type (P).
(iv) (I, T ) is almost I-compatible.
(v) (I, T ) is almost T -compatible.
Proof. In this proof, we always assume that {xn} is an arbitrary sequence in X satisfying (C1)–(C3). In order to prove
(i) 
⇒ (ii), we assume (i). Then we have
limsup
n→∞
d(Ixn, I T xn) limsup
n→∞
d(Ixn, T Ixn)
= limsup
n→∞
d(T xn−1, T T xn−1) limsup
n→∞
r d(Ixn−1, I T xn−1)
and hence
limsup
n→∞
d(Ixn, I T xn) = limsup
n→∞
d(Ixn, T Ixn) = 0.
This implies (ii). Since (ii) 
⇒ (i) is obvious, we obtain (i) ⇐⇒ (ii). In order to prove (ii) 
⇒ (iv), we assume (ii). Then it
is obvious that {I T xn} is bounded. We have
limsup
n→∞
d(I T xn, T T xn) limsup
n→∞
(
d(I T xn, T Ixn) + d(T Ixn, T T xn)
)
 limsup
n→∞
(
d(I T xn, T Ixn) + r d(I Ixn, I T xn)
)
 limsup
n→∞
(
d(I T xn, T Ixn) + r d(I Ixn, T Ixn) + r d(T Ixn, I T xn)
)
= limsup
n→∞
(
d(I T xn, T Ixn) + r d(I T xn−1, T T xn−1) + r d(T Ixn, I T xn)
)
= limsup r d(I T xn−1, T T xn−1)n→∞
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lim
n→∞d(I T xn, T T xn) = 0.
This implies (iv). In order to prove (iv) 
⇒ (ii), we assume (iv). Then it is obvious that {I T xn} is bounded. We have
limsup
n→∞
d(I T xn, I T xn+1) limsup
n→∞
(
d(I T xn, T T xn) + d(T T xn, T T xn+1) + d(T T xn+1, I T xn+1)
)
 limsup
n→∞
(
d(I T xn, T T xn) + r d(I T xn, I T xn+1) + d(T T xn+1, I T xn+1)
)
= limsup
n→∞
r d(I T xn, I T xn+1)
and hence
lim
n→∞d(I T xn, I T xn+1) = 0. (9)
Using (9),
limsup
n→∞
d(I T xn, T Ixn) limsup
n→∞
(
d(I T xn, T T xn) + d(T T xn, T Ixn)
)= limsup
n→∞
d(T T xn, T Ixn)
 limsup
n→∞
r d(I T xn, I Ixn)
 limsup
n→∞
r
(
d(I T xn, I T xn−2) + d(I T xn−2, T T xn−2) + d(T T xn−2, I Ixn)
)
= limsup
n→∞
r d(I T xn−1, T Ixn−1)
and hence
lim
n→∞d(I T xn, T Ixn) = 0.
This implies (ii). Therefore we obtain (ii) ⇐⇒ (iv). In order to prove (iv) 
⇒ (iii), we assume (iv). Then using (9), we have
lim
n→∞d(I Ixn, T T xn) limn→∞
(
d(I Ixn, T T xn−1) + d(T T xn−1, T T xn)
)
 lim
n→∞
(
d(I T xn−1, T T xn−1) + r d(I T xn−1, I T xn)
)
= 0,
which implies (iii). In order to prove (iii) 
⇒ (iv), we assume (iii). Then it is obvious that {I T xn} is bounded. We have
limsup
n→∞
d(I T xn, T T xn) limsup
n→∞
(
d(I T xn, T T xn+1) + d(T T xn+1, T T xn)
)
 limsup
n→∞
(
d(I Ixn+1, T T xn+1) + r d(I T xn+1, I T xn)
)
 limsup
n→∞
(
d(I Ixn+1, T T xn+1) + r d(I T xn+1, T T xn+1) + r d(T T xn+1, I T xn)
)
= limsup
n→∞
r d(I T xn+1, T T xn+1)
and hence
lim
n→∞d(I T xn, T T xn) = 0.
This implies (iv). Therefore we obtain (iii) ⇐⇒ (iv). It is obvious that (iv) ⇐⇒ (v). This completes the proof. 
We can obtain a more general result.
Proposition 8. Let (X,d) be a metric space and let I and T be mappings on X. Assume that there exists r ∈ [0,1) such that (8) holds
for all x, y ∈ X. Put
S0 = I and S1 = T .
Then the following are equivalent:
(i) There exist i, j ∈ {0,1} such that
lim
n→∞d(I Sixn, T S jxn) = 0 (10)
holds for every sequence {xn} satisfying (C1)–(C3).
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(iii) There exist i, j,k,  ∈ {0,1} such that
limsup
n→∞
d(Sixn, I S jxn) limsup
n→∞
d(Skxn, T Sxn) (11)
holds for every sequence {xn} satisfying (C1)–(C3).
(iv) (11) holds for i, j,k,  ∈ {0,1} and for every sequence {xn} satisfying (C1)–(C3).
Proof. In Proposition 7, we have shown (iv) 
⇒ (i), (i) 
⇒ (ii), and (ii) 
⇒ (iii). In order to prove (iii) 
⇒ (iv), we
assume (iii), that is, there exist p,q,u, v ∈ {0,1} such that
limsup
n→∞
d(Spxn, I Sqxn) limsup
n→∞
d(Suxn, T Svxn)
holds for every sequence {xn} satisfying (C1)–(C3). Fix i, j,k,  ∈ {0,1} and let {xn} be a sequence satisfying (C1)–(C3). Then
there exist α,β ∈ {0,±1} such that
S jxn = Sqxn+α and Sxn = Svxn+β .
We have
limsup
n→∞
d(Sixn, I S jxn) limsup
n→∞
(
d(Sixn, Spxn+α) + d(Spxn+α, I S jxn)
)= limsup
n→∞
d(Spxn+α, I Sqxn+α)
 limsup
n→∞
d(Suxn+β, T Svxn+β)
 limsup
n→∞
(
d(Suxn+β, Skxn) + d(Skxn, T Svxn+β)
)= limsup
n→∞
d(Skxn, T Sxn).
This completes the proof. 
As a direct consequence of Proposition 8, we obtain the following.
Corollary 9. Let (X,d) be a metric space and let I and T be mappings on X. Assume that there exists r ∈ [0,1) such that (8) holds for
all x, y ∈ X. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) (I, T ) is almost compatible.
(ii) (I, T ) is almost compatible of type (A).
(iii) (I, T ) is almost compatible of type (P).
(iv) (I, T ) is almost I-compatible.
(v) (I, T ) is almost T -compatible.
(vi) (I, T ) is almost I-biased.
(vii) (I, T ) is almost I-biased of type (A).
We can generalize Theorem 4 and Proposition 8 as follows.
Theorem 10. Let ϕ be a continuous function from [0,∞) into itself satisfying ϕ(0) = 0 and ϕ(t) < t for t ∈ (0,∞). Let (X,d) be a
complete metric space and let I and T be mappings on X. Assume (a)–(d) of Theorem 4 and the following:
(e)′ d(T x, T y) ϕ ◦ d(Ix, I y) for all x, y ∈ X.
Then there exists a unique common ﬁxed point of I and T .
Proposition 11. Let ϕ be a continuous function from [0,∞) into itself satisfying ϕ(0) = 0 and ϕ(t) < t for t ∈ (0,∞). Let (X,d) be
a metric space and let I and T be mappings on X. Assume
d(T x, T y) ϕ ◦ d(Ix, I y)
for all x, y ∈ X. Then the same conclusion of Proposition 8 holds.
While taking into account the viability, productivity and usefulness to obtain common ﬁxed points, we ﬁnd that under
weaker assumptions on mappings, the original notions of biased mappings and others are almost equivalent to that of
compatible mappings introduced by Jungck [5].
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In [2], Chugh and Kumar stated a more general theorem. Indeed, the following is a corollary of the theorem.
Theorem 12. (See [2].) Let (X,d) be a complete metric space and let I and T be mappings on X. Assume that the following hold:
(a) T (X) ⊂ I(X).
(b) (I, T ) is weakly compatible, that is, Ix= T x implies IT x = T Ix.
(c) There exists r ∈ [0,1) such that d(T x, T y) r d(Ix, I y) for all x, y ∈ X.
Then there exists a unique common ﬁxed point of I and T .
Theorem 12 seems to be more general than Theorem 4. However, Theorem 12 is false. The authors obtained the following
example from the second author of [2].
Example 13. (See [8].) Put X = [0,2] and let Q be the set of all rational numbers. Deﬁne mappings I and T on X by
Ix =
{√
3 if x ∈ X ∩Q,
x if x ∈ X \Q
and T x = (1/2)Ix. Then all the assumptions of Theorem 12 are satisﬁed. However, there is not a common ﬁxed point of I
and T .
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